Reviewing the Voucher to determine why it has not been paid
When a voucher has been paid, the Reference and Payment Date will be populated on the Payments tab of the
Voucher. The Payment Inquiry hyperlink will also be highlighted. (Navigate to Accounts Payable > Vouchers >
Add/Update > Regular Entry and Find an Existing Value. Click on the Payments tab to review these fields.) If
the Reference and Payment Date are blank, check to see if the payment was offset.
1. On the Payments tab,
 If the Gross Amount has a zero dollar amount, look at the Handling code.
 If the Handling code reads OC, OF, RO, or TO, the payment has been processed, but was offset
(intercepted and paid) to one or more authorized collecting entities. To verify this, click on the
“View All” link to see all payment schedules for this voucher. Note that a voucher payment could
be fully or partially offset. If this is so, the first payment schedule will be to the Vendor for a reduced
amount. (Look at all payment schedules.)
 If this is the case, the voucher was paid and no further review is required.



If you have verified that the voucher has not been paid, review the following steps to confirm that it is
ready to be paid by system standards:

2. Navigate to the Summary page: Accounts Payable > Vouchers > Add/Update > Regular Entry > and
confirm that the voucher has the following statuses:
 Match Status will be ‘No Match’, if no committing document is attached to the Voucher or
‘Matched’ if attached to a Purchase Order.
 Approval Status will be ‘Approved’.
 Header Budget Status will be ‘Valid’.

If any of these statuses are not set to the appropriate values, further action needs to take place for
Matching, Approval, or Budget Checking. If these statuses are all fulfilled, go to Step 3 to check the
Payment Criteria on the Voucher.
3. Go to the Payments tab on the Voucher and confirm the following:
 The Payment Hold checkbox must not be selected for the payment to be processed. If this is
selected, unselect the checkbox to continue processing. (Be sure to investigate why a payment is
on hold prior to changing this checkbox.)
 Review the Scheduled Due date to confirm that it is scheduled to be paid on the correct date. This
date is calculated by the Payment Terms on the Invoice Information page using the Invoice Date as
the basis date. You can manually override the calculated date and enter the correct Scheduled
Due date. The voucher will not be selected for payment until the day before the Scheduled Due
date. A Scheduled Due date in the past will always be picked up for payment, but it should be
dated in the current fiscal year.

If these fields do not need to be updated, go to Step 4 to check the vendor status.
4. Note the Remit-To vendor identification number, location, and address on the Payments tab, then go to the
Invoice Information tab and note the Accounting Date. Navigate to the Vendor Information page: Vendors >
Vendor Information > Add/Update > Vendors and Find an Existing Value to check the vendor status.
 If the vendor has a Regular Persistence, confirm that the Status is ‘Approved’. If the Vendor has a
One-Time Persistence, confirm that the Status is ‘Inactive’.



Click on the Address tab and confirm that the Remitting address that shows on the voucher
Payments tab has an ‘Active’ Status in the Address Detail and that the Effective Date is earlier than
the Accounting Date on the voucher. (The Vendor address used must have been ‘Active’ when that
voucher was processed.)



Click on the Location tab and confirm that the Location referenced on the voucher has an ‘Active’
Status and that the Effective Date is earlier than the Accounting Date on the voucher. (The Location
used must also have been ‘Active’ when that voucher was processed.)

5. If these statuses need to be updated on the vendor, review the vendor conversations area for messages from
OSC regarding this vendor. If nothing indicates why the vendor is not approved or why the location or address
are inactive, or if the effective date is too new, contact OSC to update the fields and confirm that payments to
this vendor should be processed.
6. Another reason for a voucher not getting paid could be that there is an adjustment voucher (credit) to that
vendor that is waiting to be applied. If the credit amount is for more than the debit amount on the Regular
voucher, it will not “Pay.”
7. If a voucher has been created in a Control Group, and the Control Group has not progressed to “Verified”
status, the voucher is able to proceed through budget check, but will not be picked up by the Pay Cycle for
payment. When troubleshooting a voucher for not paying, check on the Invoice Information page to verify that it
is in a Control Group. Then, navigate to Control Groups and check to see that it is not “Verified.” Have the
Control Group Processor verify and, on the Account page, select “Post Group.” This will post all vouchers in that
Control Group and the voucher in question should be picked up by the next Pay Cycle.
8. When vouchers are created for withholding vendors, the Withholding link will appear in the center section of
the Invoice Information page.

Click on this 1099 link and verify that the appropriate withholding details (type and class) are connected to
this expenditure and are defined for this vendor. Incorrect withholding information could result in your
voucher not being paid as well as inaccurate Vendor reporting. Consult the Job Aids titled, “Entering 1099
Information” and “Determining Withholding” on the Core-CT Website for detailed instructions.

One of the typical reasons that a voucher will sit unpaid in Accounts Payable is that the remit-to address is
not valid. A quick way for Approvers to check for this is on the approval page at the bottom in Details. The
fields should be filled in. If they aren’t, this address needs to be dealt with before the voucher will be paid.
You can also see this on the invoice information page of the voucher. See the screenshot below this one.

The problem here is that the voucher was created when remit-Address 1 was valid on the vendor information.
After creation, the address was changed to ‘Inactive’ status on the vendor. When the Approver attempts to
approve the voucher, he sees that the remit vendor details are blank, and should not approve the voucher. He
is able to perform the function, but should investigate the error first. Approving the voucher at this point would
not allow it to proceed to payment.

To ensure that your voucher is included in the next Pay Cycle, confirm that the Vendor and voucher are
completed to the above specifications. As this investigative process can be confusing, please contact the Help
Desk if you cannot resolve these errors on your own.

